Bypassing cancer drug resistance by activating multiple death pathways--a proposal from the study of circumventing cancer drug resistance by induction of necroptosis.
Cancer drug resistance is a complex, dynamic, and "elusive" system rather than merely a matter of some drug-resistant factors. Current pharmacological approaches aim to restore the efficacy of the standard chemotherapy against drug-resistant cancers via reactivating apoptosis and inhibiting drug transporters, simply because the current available anticancer drugs mostly induce apoptosis and many of them are the substrates/inducers of the drug transporters. However, since there are so many different types of defects in apoptotic pathways as well as numerous drug transporters, which could simultaneously contribute to cancer drug resistance, to succeed in the approach is theoretically possible but practically extremely difficult. To circumvent cancer drug resistance is an alternative choice. Since there are multiple death pathways with molecular mechanisms distinct from each other, we previously proposed that the barriers set up in cancer cells to avoid one pathway were not problems for another. Thus, no matter how dynamic, complex, and "elusive" the resistance occurs along one death pathway (e.g., apoptosis), the resistance would be sequestered within this pathway, and would not affect another death pathway with mechanisms distinct from the former, and vice versa, e.g., apoptotic resistant cancers can be sensitive to an induction of a nonapoptotic death. Indeed, we recently demonstrated that the cancer cells resistant to apoptotic inducers such as anthracycline antibiotics, vinca alkaloids, epipodophylotoxins, were sensitive to necroptotic inducers such as shikonin. Therefore, to bypass cancer drug resistance is principally achievable by simultaneously activating multiple death pathways using combined classes of death inducers (apoptosis, autophagy, necroptosis, etc.). Although each class of death inducers has its own action window and limit in killing cancer cells, a rationalized combination of several classes of death inducers that compliment each other would maximize their efficacy while simultaneously minimizing their weakness. Such "mixed bullets" would probably achieve a good therapeutic efficacy by bypassing cancer drug resistance.